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NEW QUESTION: 1
After encrypting data using the transit secrets engine, you've received the following output.
Which of the following is true based upon the output?
1. Key Value
2. --- ----3. ciphertext vault:v2:45f9zW6cglbrzCjI0yCyC6DBYtSBSxnMgUn9B5aHcGEit71xefPEmmjMbrk3
A. the data is stored in Vault using a KV v2 secrets engine
B. the original encryption key has been rotated at least once
C. this is the second version of the encrypted data
D. similar to the KV secrets engine, the transit secrets engine was enabled using the transit v2
option
Answer: B
Explanation:
When data is encrypted using Vault, the resulting ciphertext is prepended by the version of the
key used to encrypt it. In this case, the version is v2, which means that the encryption key was
rotated at least one time. Any data that was encrypted with the original key would have been
prepended with vault:v1 To rotate a key, use the command vault write -f transit/keys/<key
name>/rotate Reference link:-

https://learn.hashicorp.com/vault/encryption-as-a-service/eaas-transit

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator is configuring resource pools for a vSphere 6.x cluster. The cluster has these
characteristics:
--Five ESXi 6.x hosts Six cores per host 70 virtual machines with 1 vCPU each
The administrator configures three resource pools and places the virtual machines into the
pools, as follows:
--Production pool - High Share value with 40 virtual machines Infrastructure pool - Medium Share
value with 20 virtual machines Development pool - Low Share value with 10 virtual machines
Given this configuration, what is the expected performance for each group of virtual machines
during contention?
A. Virtual machines in the Development pool will perform two times as well as those in the
Infrastructure pool.
B. Virtual machines in the Production pool will perform two times as well as those in the
Infrastructure pool.
C. Virtual machines in the Infrastructure pool will perform four times as well as those in the
Development pool.
D. Virtual machines in all resource pools will perform equally.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is a secondary identifier _______.
A. None of the above
B. Both of the above
C. Nationality
D. Date of Birth
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the default interval for SAF hello packets?
A. 40 seconds
B. 40 seconds on links with speeds that are slower than T1 speeds
C. 15 seconds
D. 60 seconds
E. 15 seconds on links with speeds that are slower than T1 speeds
F. 60 seconds on links with speeds that are slower than T1 speeds
Answer: F
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